
C’è una soglia di età anagrafica al di sopra della quale un 
paziente non dovrebbe essere candidato alla terapia 

cellulare CAR-T?
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For older patients with NHL survival
has, in general, been increasing at 
least as fast as for younger patients

Cancer, July 2016

The age-related disparity in survival has
actually been decreasing



Integrated approach to assess 
therapeutic options in older patients

Thieblemont C. and Coiffier B., JCO May 2007, 25(14): 1916-1923 



Hamaker ME et al, LEUKEMIA RESEARCH, 2014

• 18 publications from 15 studies

# GA impairments: associated with a shorter OS in a relevant proportion of studies 

# In a multivariate analysis , when geriatric parameters were included, age and PS lost 
their predictive value for mortality in most studies

@ GA can detect multiple health issues, even in patients with good PS and 
implements non-oncologic interventions in over 70% of patients 

@ Impairments in geriatric domains:

- appear to be associated with toxicity 

- should be integrated in individualised treatment algorithms







Tucci A et al. Leuk Lymph 2015
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4. Instrumental Activity of Daily Living (IADL)

1. General Data

2. Disease Status

3. Activity of Daily Living (ADL)

5. CIRS-G

ELDERLY PROJECT
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N. (%)

FIT 520 (43%) 

UNFIT 300 (25%)

FRAIL 387 (32%)

Total 1207 (100%)

Fitness Status
by sCGA

Elderly Project: Clinical Characteristics and sCGA

Enrollment period: Dec 2013 – Dec 2017 

▪ 1353 patients (1207 eligible)

▪ 37 Italian centres 
N. (%)

Age (median) [range] 76 [65-94]

Gender (male) 609 (50%)

IPI (3-5) [N=1102] 612 (56%)

Merli F et al. JCO 2021



The emergence of chimeric antigen receptor
(CAR) T-cell therapy has changed the
treatment landscape for diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma (DLBCL); however, real-world
experience reporting outcomes among
older patients treated with CAR T-cell
therapy is limited.























Severe CIRS score (>2) in the respiratory, upper GI, renal and hepatic
system “SEVERE 4” had the strongest impact on PFS and OS 













27/165 (16%)

Steiner et al. Hematologica 2022
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CONCLUSIONS

• Elderly patients (i.e. >75 yrs) are at increasing risk of toxicity

• CGA can be an useful tool to select patients

• Limited data are available regarding the long term efficacy of CAR-T  
cells in elderly patients in a RWE

• More data on immunological aspect of these patients are warranted

• A better selection of patients will lead to a better use of this treatmant
in order to maximaze the outcome and minimaze the side effects and       
costs.


